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To Set the Scene.
Angelic us, a prosperous Planet, has been invaded by
space Pirates . Although the Pirates have been
defeated in battle, they managed to steal and hide a
valuable Scroll. This Scroll is the lifeline of
Angelicus
it contains all the history and
information which makes Angelicus so prosperous . The
council cannot function properly without it.
In this adventure you play the part of
Gamaluchad, a member of the Angelic us army. In the
first part of the adventure your quest is to find the
Re roll, which rumour has it , i s still somewhere on
Angelicus. In the second part, assuming you have
found the Scroll and learned the password, your
mission is to find the Pirates on Skully, the Planet
where their Captain, "Morgan" has his headquarters,
and bring them back to justice.
The usual G. A.C. commands apply with verb/noun
application . In some situations SEARCH can be used as
well as EXAMINE. There are some adverbs which can be
used - UNDER, IN and PAST i.e. Look in ... Get in ••• etc .
To talk to characters - TALK TO • • .• will usually get a
response. "I" for Inventory and "X" for Examine saves
typing the whole word. Use "N" "S" "E" "W" "U" "D" for
directions.
Verbs include: Buy, cast, catch, climb, dig, drink,
exchange, fly, give, inject, insert, jump, kiss,
remove, wear, smoke, tie , wedge , sneak, crawl, stand,
touch, wait, throw . There are others you can try for
yourself .
Quit, Load, Save, Score Text, and Pictures commands
are available to help you enjoy the game.
NCYI'E: Remove all ROMs before loading.

